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Filter VND 3/6 for Mavic 3 Pro PolarPro
Get your best bird's eye shot ready. The VND 3/6 filter for the DJI Mavic 3 Pro drone allows you to precisely control the light entering the
lens. This makes it perfect for most lighting conditions! High-quality CinemaSeries glass and lightweight yet durable aluminum are used
for the accessory. Shorten the shutter speed using the laser-engraved degree indicators (3-6) - no more changing the filter every time!
 
Create even more magnificent shots
With the VND 3/6 filter from PolarPro,  you can freely shorten the shutter speed depending on your needs and lighting conditions.  You
don't have to carry several filters with you anymore - with PolarPro you only need one. The ability to change the step from 3-6 makes the
accessory extremely versatile.
 
Superior build quality
The filter frame was created from durable, yet extremely lightweight aircraft aluminum. As a result, the product does not weigh down the
drone and does not  negatively  affect  its  flight.  What's  more,  high-quality  CinemaSeries  glass  was used to  make the accessory,  which
guarantees fantastic clarity and stands out for its low refractive index. The filter is placed in a practical case, which makes it much easier
to store and transport.
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In the set
VND filter 3/6
Case
	Manufacturer	
	PolarPro
	Model	
	M3PRO-VND
	Filter type	
	VND
	Degrees	
	3-6
	Material	
	CinemaSeries aircraft aluminum glass
	Compatibility	
	DJI Mavic 3 Pro

Preço:

€ 57.99
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